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Office Hours
INTERIM MINISTER
REV. DR. KATHY HURT
TUESDAY
11AM – 4PM
WEDNESDAY 11AM – 4PM
THURSDAY 11AM – 4PM
AND BY APPOINTMENT
DIRECTOR OF FAITH FORMATION
LESLIE O’CONNOR
MONDAY 10:30AM - 3:30PM
WEDNESDAY 10:30AM - 3:30PM
THURSDAY 10:30AM - 3:30PM
ADMINISTRATOR
JULIE BURCHAM
TUESDAY 9AM – 2PM
WEDNESDAY 9AM – 2PM
THURSDAY 9AM – 2PM
FRIDAY 9AM – 2PM
*Subject to change - please call ahead

Month Worship Schedule
Sep. 4

Thea Hagepanos &
Jimmy Reeves

Sep. 11

Rev. Kathy

Sep. 18

Rev. Kathy

Sep. 25

Rev. Kathy
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SEPTEMBER WORSHIP SERVICES
With fall we begin thematic worship planning, which means
each month our services will have a single theme that is
explored from myriad perspectives, through words and music.
For September we turn to the theme of hospitality, an abiding
practice in all spiritual communities and in our individual lives
as well. Hospitality may begin with ordinary friendliness and
welcome, but practiced intentionally it goes deeper,
challenging us to accept all sorts of people and experiences we might prefer to avoid. How do we
step into hospitality when the other is not really what we want to welcome? When and how do we
find ourselves needing hospitality, and where do we go to look for it? What does hospitality mean
in a culture that encourages polarization, border walls, self-promotion at the expense of others?
These are some of the questions taken up in September worship.
September 4: Welcoming Wonders Beyond Us and Within Us". Jimmy and Thea continue their
loving inquiry into the cosmos and our everyday human existence, and how they relate to our
welcoming the strange (and stranger?!).
September 11: “Home Is Where We Start From” – in this homecoming service, we come back still
adapting to post-pandemic life, now adapting to a time of transition in our church, with no
shortage of challenges in the community and country, all of which may leave us feeling in greater
need of hospitality for our own well-being. How will we welcome one another and all the changes
ahead with open hearts, especially when we cannot know what is heading our way? Interim
Minister Rev. Kathy Hurt, worship associate Becki Schreiber, and musicians, Eileen Argenbright,
Ed & Martha Brophy, and the UUCWNC Choir will lead the service.
September 18: “No Continuing City” – While hospitality starts with a welcome, that welcome
intensifies as we discover that whoever and whatever we welcomed into our lives and our church
is likely to disrupt familiar ways of living and being. When do you find yourself pulling away from
the welcome of hospitality, and why?
September 25: “All Are Welcome *” – churches everywhere proclaim
themselves to be welcoming of everyone. Yet often, once inside the door, that
welcome is no longer found because one is only welcome if one is willing to
be different, to become like those already inside the community.
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INTERIM REFLECTIONS BY REV. KATHY
I recently learned of a pattern that seems hardwired in our brains called “the doorway effect.”
Studies in which participants were asked to place an object into a box where they could no longer
see it, then walk into another room and replace the object with something else, showed a kind of
forgetting that took place with the crossing of a doorway, so that participants were unable to
remember what the original object was, or even what the task was they were to be completing.
Going back through the doorway did not restore the memory; instead, the brain had apparently
reset itself, provoked to do so by the passage through a doorway.
An interim time in a congregation is a kind of extended passage through a doorway from one
chapter of ministry to another. As such, it provides the
opportunity to discover what needs to be remembered and kept
from the previous chapter, and what can be released. Some of
that sorting, deciding what to keep and what to let go, will happen
deliberately and perhaps with a degree of conflict; in other
instances, the sorting will be easy and obvious, as it will be clear
what has served its purpose and needs to be set aside, and what is
cherished and needs to be kept. While the simple task of the
doorway effect studies was easily forgotten, memories of
experiences in the congregation run far deeper and do not simply
fade just because one minister is gone, and another minister has settled into the office. Those
deeper memories are likely to stick around to surface in unpredictable ways, to elicit surprising
grief.
A first and ongoing task interim ministers pursue with congregations is the task of
remembering, of reviewing history, of storytelling about significant times of joy and
disappointment, of accomplishment and struggle, with the goal of having congregants hear the
very different recollections and interpretations of events people carry from their experiences in
church. The history of what has happened is always far more complicated than we assume.
I will be inviting you to different opportunities for storytelling, for remembering what UUCW
has meant to you over the time you have been part of the congregation. Out of all your stories,
we will come to a shared sense of what matters most to us here, what we want to be sure not to
forget, as we together step through the interim doorway. That way we enter the next chapter, the
next room, with wisdom and clarity for all that lies ahead.
In faith, hope, and love,
Kathy
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A NEW YEAR BY BECKI SCHREIBER, BOT PRESIDENT
On behalf of the Board of Trustees, welcome to this new and exciting year for our Congregation!
This year’s Board (BOT) members are Robert Demko, Kathy Gillcrist, Jane Quinn Horrell
(Secretary), Jeannie Lennon, Raine Morgan, Gary O’Connell (Vice-President), Jerry Hurwitz, Fran
Strauss, and me, Becki Schreiber (President). Also, we are very fortunate that John Grigsby
continues to serve as Treasurer! I want to publicly thank each of these individuals for stepping up
and serving the Congregation!
I can vouch for the “BOT” folks in conveying that we are truly looking forward to working
together and alongside the leadership of our new Interim Minister, the Reverend Doctor Kathy
Hurt. We are fortunate that “Kathy” has agreed to guide us through this very dynamic time within
our Congregation. We surely have a lot of work to do!
One of our goals this year to always improve our communication. We will be writing to you in
Beacon articles, submitting info in the UU Digest, and holding frequent ‘Conversations with the
Board’ sessions. Please reach out to any Board member any time. We are also easy to reach as a
group at Board@uucwnc.org. Our monthly meeting minutes are posted on the UUCWNC
website, along with our Governance Policy and Procedure Manual…here is a link:
https://www.uucwnc.org/our-board/
My specific goal for serving on the Board of Trustees
is to help our Congregation ‘flourish’. To be all that
we can be, I am personally starting with the task of
storytelling. In a recent worship service David Novak
gave a compelling story-filled explanation of why it is
important to examine our own stories...our own
truths…and then to free ourselves to write new ones.
Our Congregation has a lot of valuable history…many
stories to listen to and to tell. We should listen to each
other as we learn more about who we are. Only then,
can we commit to new stories…who do we want to
become…how can our congregation ‘flourish’? I am
hopeful that all our members will participate in this
exciting journey together.
I am thrilled to be serving as we create and discover our next story!
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WHAT CAN I DO? BY PAM COOK & MEMBERS OF THE SJM
Often when we think about all the injustices in this world we feel, well, overwhelmed. It’s hard to
see how I, alone, can make any difference. But, as a small part of a larger effort, moving forward
with like-minded people, change is possible. It might be the only way that real change is possible!
This is why I am so grateful to be part of the Social Justice Ministry.
I love the flexibility and diversity of opportunities within our SJM. I don’t have to attend a march
or a rally or even a meeting; I can write some postcards to potential voters or send an email to our
representatives. Sure, I do that on my own, but when I take these actions as a UU, and as part of
a city-wide or state-wide or even nation-wide effort my small contribution is magnified
exponentially. And I feel the power and connection of living my UU values.
What’s the SJM working on now? Interest in Reproductive and Women’s rights soared
following the recent SCOTUS decision on
Roe v Wade. Some of us met with Reverend
Kathy to brainstorm Racial Justice
benchmarks for the year ahead after
attending the Jubilee Three Workshop with
Paula Cole Jones, co-author of the 8th
Principle.
We seek collaborators to plan a pilgrimage for out-of-towners in conjunction with local events
commemorating the November 1898 Coup. Still others are working on voting rights - such an
important election coming up! Gun Control is another critical issue with opportunities to
contribute, as well. Although a core group meets monthly on Zoom, and everyone is welcome to
join in (2nd Monday of the month 7:00-8:30 PM, zoom link is on the web calendar), you don’t
need to commit to monthly meetings to be involved. There is plenty of work that can be done
from home on these issues and others, as well as in person activities available.
You might think that when Covid hit Social Justice Ministry work halted. Nope, we just pivoted
to remote. New members joined us. We kept moving forward, building on our congregation’s rich
tradition of justice work as we faced new and continued injustices. When services resumed in the
sanctuary, we initiated a social justice lending library in Dobkin Hall and monthly Action Tables
on Sunday mornings outside the building.
The next 2+ years will be a time of renewal for our congregation. Much will change; will that
include our social justice efforts? Despite what feels sometimes like a dreadful state of affairs in
our country I feel hopeful and energized by my fellow UU’s as we pull together to create a better,
more just, more loving world. Will you join us? Email sjm@uucwnc.org with questions, comments,
or for next month’s agenda!
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A MESSAGE BY LESLIE O’CONNER
As I practice my profession as a religious educator for a liberal faith amid the Bible Belt, a primary
goal is to send our children into their schools with the knowledge and confidence needed to
articulate their own opinions about a variety of topics. A strong foundation in Unitarian
Universalism and its principles help provide our students with the tools they need to face down
peer pressure and to Side with Love when a side must be chosen. Peer pressure, and even coercion
from grownups in their learning communities, can present obstacles that our kids must overcome
every time to make their own right choice.
Teachers in public schools today are limited in what they can teach about certain subjects. Limited
mostly by local and state policies (ex. The “thou shalt not utter the word ‘gay’ in the classroom”
memo currently floating around social media). They are limited in how they teach it by a lack of
time and funding.
So as a teacher of a liberal faith that has few, if any, limitations placed on curriculum content, I am
constantly seeking creative ways of sharing information with students in
Sunday school class. It could be the same information that they’ve already
learned but are compelled to think about it in a different (UU) way. Or it
could be completely new facts. In the coming year I want to expand my
focus to include adults of the congregation outside of the classroom. Since
the last re-opening of in-person services, I have personally witnessed the list
below – all great reasons for further development of a rich, multigenerational Adult Religious Education program using a variety of engagement delivery systems:
• A young adult visits UUCWNC – the first time ever in a UU church – and leaves with the
impression that Unitarian Universalism just got started as an organized religion a few years
(or maybe decades) ago.
• Parents love our Sunday school for their kids but aren’t sure how to respond to their
questions during the week.
• A retired couple, UU’s for decades, are disillusioned or maybe just plain bored by what they
consider to be constantly repeated liberal rhetoric with little challenge, change or action.
• A middle-aged couple who are each raised in different but highly dogmatic faiths simply
cannot grasp the UU concept of being on a personal journey to that which is holy – and that
it may be different for each other.
To counter and revoke the progress made by regressionists, every adult Friend and Member of
UUCWNC need to be active students, ensuring that they are as intellectually prepared and
spiritually grounded as our young people are becoming. New perspectives on old topics can grow
your soul, no matter how old, and reignite flames of passion behind a cause to improve the world
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A MESSAGE BY LESLIE O’CONNER CONTINUED…
according to UU’s principled vision. Much of adult lifelong faith development happens while life
is being lived. But I hope to use new and different channels of
delivering the many resources that are available to me to assist you in
your personal journey. Some of them come straight from the UUA
(Association) and some come from other trusted, well-vetted sources.
I hope that every individual attending UUCWNC will find these
learning opportunities helpful in their free and responsible searches
for truth and meaning. By living our fourth principle, we will be better
prepared to defeat those who threaten the rights of our children and
grandchildren to proceed on their own meaningful journeys.

HEARD ANY GOOD PODCASTS LATELY? BY LESLIE O’CONNOR
I am seeking new (for our congregation) and different ways of
offering friends, members, and visitors of all ages, opportunities
for spiritual growth. Many of you have been listening to podcasts
for years and some of us may not even be familiar with the term.
A podcast is simply an audio recording that you access via your smartphone or computer – a web
connection is necessary unless you download it to your own device. Podcasts are like books on
tape, except they are more of a long-form article. Some podcasts are completed with one episode
and others tell a story in serial format.
Listening to a podcast is typically an individual endeavor, but it becomes collaborative if we offer
to share our favorite listens, just as we lend favorite books to friends. Starting with this edition, I
plan to suggest 2-3 podcasts in each monthly Beacon. They will have a common theme and my
goal is to have at least one of three be suitable for individuals of different ages and places on their
personal paths of learning and spirituality.
But it won’t be that complicated for YOU to recommend a podcast! Look for a podcast board to
appear soon on the RE bulletin board where you can make your own listening suggestions. They
need not adhere to a particular theme or age group, nor do they need to be about churchy things.
Our paths require variety for growth. Guidelines will be posted for podcast suggestions that will
help us stay true to our UU principles. Who knows? A podcast that becomes very popular might
evolve into a more in-depth multigenerational or adult RE program or a just-for-fun social event.
Staying true to my own personal calling as a liberal religious educator, my first collection of
suggested podcasts will help the listener discover some of the history of Unitarian Universalism,
whether it is your first visit to a UU church, or you’ve been a member for decades.
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HEARD ANY GOOD PODCASTS LATELY? BY LESLIE CONTINUED…
PODCAST NAME, PRODUCER, LINK
The Pamphlet Podcast: Uncovering Unitarian
Universalism’s Hidden Histories
Rev. Dr. Susan Ritchie and guest writers
https://www.harvardsquarelibrary.org/historiesnew/the-pamphlet-podcast-uncovering-unitarianuniversalisms-hidden-histories/
Unitarian Universalists: The UU Perspective
Podcast
Episode UUPP 011: Steve Dick – International Council
of Unitarians and Universalists
http://www.uuperspective.com/uupp-011-stevedick-international-council-of-unitarians-anduniversalists/

EPISODE
Each episode
describes an
aspect of UU
history and how it
has impacted
policy and culture
through the years.
Episode 011:
International
Council of
Unitarians &
Universalists
Podcast focuses
on current social
justice events &
international UU
organizations.

AUDIENCE, DESCRIPTION,
WARNINGS*
Suitable for teens and up; anyone exploring
more about the UU faith.
Fascinating detail and new takes on familiar
stories. A special Chalice Caper starts an
adventure to discover the true beginnings of
our sacred symbol.

Suitable for teens and up; anyone exploring
more about the UU faith. Is Unitarian
Universalism an international faith? What are
the differences between U.S. UU
congregational practices and those in the EU
and other parts of the world? How will
congregations connect around the world?

7-episode serial: 2
modern day
Excellent listen for middle-school students (+
White Lies
young reporters
parent) and everyone else. Many current
Andrew Beck Grace, Chip Brantley, et al. [NPR]
visit Selma, AL to interviews with witnesses; hearing actual voices
try to solve the
of those involved puts the listener right in the
https://www.npr.org/podcasts/510343/white-lies
murder of a white middle of this event, significant in the history
UU minister in
of U.S. racial justice history. Listen with your
Selma, AL in
eyes closed and you will see everything.
1965.
*Warnings to include language, sexual content, potential triggers of emotional or mental harm caused by content.

# OF EPISODES,
TIME
12 episodes but not
serial (i.e. you can cherry
pick episodes to listen
to); avg. 45 minutes each.
Very informative
website.

Episodes stand alone;
avg. 55 mins each. This
podcast is hyper-focused
on current events of the
world thru UU lens.
Very informative
website.

7 serial episodes; 1 hr
avg each. Additional
multi-media materials
here:
https://www.uuworld.or
g/articles/podcastinvestigates-reeb-murder

THE HEALING ART OF SAND PAINTING AND MANDALA
You know Eileen Argenbright by the beautiful music she shares with us at Sunday services. Now
she’s reaching out to share another talent – a gift, really. Eileen will lead a workshop for ALL
AGES for sand painting which will be creative, fun, and informative. No experience is necessary.
The workshop will be at UUCWNC on Sunday, September 25th at 1:00 pm. There
is a limit of 20 participants, and it is open to those outside of our congregation.
We are especially focused on making this a multi-generational experience, so if
you have young adult neighbors or friends with elementary-aged children or
teens, please invite them to attend!
You will soon find a sign-up sheet on the Religious Education bulletin board. The workshop is
free, and all supplies will be provided. But we wanted to give you a chance to collect some sand or
small pebbles, tiny shells, on your visits to the beach this last month of summer. Just a small
quantity is needed to incorporate into the materials already provided, and this is entirely optional.
Eileen is partnering with UUCWNC’s Religious Education program to produce this familyfriendly activity. If you have any talents or gifts to share with others, or if you just have a good idea for another
fun and informative workshop, please contact me and let’s discuss it! leslie@uucwnc.org
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DIRECTOR OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION SERVICES OFFERED
As we gather to kick off a new, dynamic year of worshipping together, committees are regrouping
and making plans amidst a time of great change for our congregation. I ask that leaders and
members of committees take a moment to reflect on your ministry:
▪ Does your team need new, or additional, members to help share the workload and bring
new energy to its commitments?
▪ Do your team members have the training required to perform their tasks efficiently? Is your
team following Unitarian Universalist Association (UUA) best practices?
▪ Do the volunteers on your team feel spiritually fulfilled by performing this labor of love?
Could your team use some help with connecting to that which is holy while performing
everyday tasks?
The UUA has a terrific on-line library of resources for helping you answer these questions with
emphatically positive responses that will reveal a healthy, properly functioning team. Your Director
of Religious Education (DRE) is available to help team leaders identify the training needs of your
members and – your choice - can facilitate the training or show you how to do it yourself.
It is important to note that in the context of Unitarian Universalism, the definition
of ‘training’ is not limited to detailed step-by-step descriptions of how to perform a
specific task. Indeed, intentional training may focus on how to transform a weekly
team responsibility into a spiritual practice that enhances a volunteer’s own personal
Sunday morning worship ritual. As team members’ perspectives and connections to
their roles deepen, the committee will then truly transform into a ministry.
There are training modules that are specific to specific teams: hospitality, membership, worship,
finance, social action, etc. that describe UUA Best Practices and provide timely inspirational
messages for volunteers. There are general leadership development materials like creative problem
solving, decision making in times of change and conflict management.
Of particular interest to many of our teams may be a newly published series of webinars about
integrating technology into our daily church lives; many churches have gone beyond simply
‘zooming the Sunday service’ and share different ways – some very simple and some more complex
– of improving the online experience of visitors and members. Is your team optimizing the use of
social media? Discover how other UU churches are using Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and yes,
even TikTok, to advertise, evangelize and inspire their communities.
It could be something as simple as asking your team members to read a common article or view a
30-minute video for discussion at the next scheduled team meeting. Or it could be a specially
scheduled 2-hour workshop complete with 27 eight-by-ten color glossy pictures with the circles
and arrows and a paragraph on the back of each one. (Here, now, just wanted to make sure you
were paying attention.) Schedule some time with your DRE, Leslie O’Connor, at
leslie@uucwnc.org to assess the needs of your team.
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UUCWNC ANNUAL HOMECOMING
Our congregation’s annual Homecoming event recognizes the transition from summer to fall. This
year’s event occurs on Sunday, September 11th and will be held in
Dobkin Hall immediately following the service. It is potluck, so all
attendees are asked to bring a dish to share – appetizer, main
dish/entrée, side dish, or dessert. It will truly be potluck, because we
are not asking attendees to inform us what they are bringing! Please be
sure to bring your dish to the kitchen before the service so the volunteers can prepare the food
tables in a timely manner.
Coincidentally, the Homecoming will have special significance because it will be the first time that
our interim minister, Rev. Kathy Hurt, leads the service. Come and enjoy this new and exciting
chapter in the life of the Wilmington Unitarian Universalist community.

FAMILY PROMISE BY TINA SCHENK, COORDINATOR
Hats off and a thousand thanks to Dot H., Dennis M., and Jeanette K., who joined me in providing
and serving meals to a family in the emergency shelter program in
early August. We also had a non-member visitor, Jody, observing
our operation who may join the team in the future. To those who
have already expressed a willingness to help, I have you on my list
and will be in touch when we line up our next job in early November.
To anyone who wants to join our little team, just let me know. We
feed anywhere from 2 to 10 mouths twice every three months. AND
it is NOT haute cuisine. Our four-year-old client last month pretty much ate bread and ice
cream!!!!!!

FULL MOON WOMEN’S CIRCLE FOR SEPTEMBER
In China, September’s full moon is celebrated with a moon festival
marking the end of the autumn harvest. Because the moon shines
especially brightly at this time, family and friends gather together
drinking osmanthus flavored wine and eating moon cakes while
admiring it. Colored lanterns are carried, hung on buildings and in
parks, and are floated in the sky toward the moon.
Join us at 7 P.M. on September 13th at the home of Sandra M. who will lead our ritual. All women
of any age are welcome to attend. If you are not on our mailing list but have questions about Full
Moon or would like to participate in our gathering, please email us at: fullmoon@uucwnc.org.
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CARING COMMITTEE BY DOT HODDER
I've always hoped there would be more medals. I catch
myself competing for medals in categories like
Toughing It Out, Sucking It Up, and Trying Not to Be
a Bother. Unfortunately, I never win anything, so I'm
dropping this ridiculous habit. If you've also been
entering these unrewarding competitions, I hope you'll
give it up as well, and accept a helping hand from fellow
members of our Beloved Community when you need
it. There's grace in caring for each other, and special grace in being vulnerable enough to allow
others to care for us.
Please contact UUCW's Caring Committee if you need rides to medical appointments or UUCW
services, or some meals delivered or errands run while you recover from surgery, illness, accidents,
and the like. Contact us if you want to request visits, phone calls, cards, or the loan of basic
medical equipment like a walker. We promise to treat your needs in confidence unless you give us
permission to share them outside the committee.
The Caring Committee maintains a list of congregation members who have volunteered to assist
with offering rides, cooking meals, and making visits. If you'd like to be added to this list, please
let us know!
The Caring Committee includes Dot Hodder, Diane Halley, Jeanette Koshar, Jeannie Lennon,
Beth O'Connell, Kami O'Keefe, Betsy Randall-David, Jo-Ann Skinner, and Rev. Kathy Hurd.
Contact any of us directly or communicate with the whole group at our email address
Caring@UUCWNC.org.
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SEPTEMBER CALENDAR CONTINUED…

BOARD OF TRUSTEES DIRECTORY
PRESIDENT: BECKI SCHREIBER
VICE PRESIDENT: GARY O’CONNELL
SECRETARY: JANE HORRELL
ROBERT DEMKO
KATHY GILCRIST
JERRY HURWITZ
JEANNIE LENNON
RAINE MORGAN
FRAN STRAUSS
BOARD OF TRUSTEES EMAIL ADDRESS: BOARD@UUCWNC.ORG
TREASURER: JOHN GRIGSBY
TREASURER@UUCWNC.ORG

